We investigated the production of neutralino pairs via photon-photon 
Introduction
Searching for supersymmetric particles and determining their properties is one of the main tasks at a future e + e − Linear Collider(LC), because LC provides a 'clean' environment in detecting the supersymmetric signals. In the supersymmetric theoryciteNilles, proper electroweak symmetry breaking induces the right properties of the LSP being a natural weakly interacting cold dark matter candidate, which can explain many astrophysical observations [2] .
The minimal supersymmetric standard model(MSSM) [1] predicts that there exists an absolutely stable lightest supersymmetric particle(LSP). Most often the LSP in the MSSM theory is the lightest Majorana fermionic neutralinoχ ) [3] , where λ ′ is the bino and λ 3 is the neutral wino, the neutralino mass matrix in the Lagrangian is given by
where the matrix Y reads
In the above equation, the neutralino mass matrix is related to four unknown parameters, namely µ, M 2 , M 1 and tan β = v 2 /v 1 , the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs fields. µ is the supersymmetric Higgs-boson-mass parameter and M 2 and M 1 are the gaugino mass parameters associated with the SU(2) and U(1) subgroups, respectively. In CP-noninvariant theories, M 1 , M 2 and higgsino mass parameter µ can be complex. However, M 2 can be real and positive without loss of generality by reparametrization of the fields.
But in this work we shall investigate neutralino pair production in framework of the MSSM ignoring CP violation and take M 1 and µ as being real. The matrix Y is symmetric and can be diagonalized by one unitary matrix N such that
with the order of mχ0
. Then the two-component mass eigenstates can
The proper four-component mass eigenstates are the neutralinos which are defined in terms of two-component fields asχ 4) and the mass term becomes
The direct neutralino pair productions at the LHC are studied in references [4] [5] [6] . In this paper we investigate the direct neutralino pair production via photon-photon collisions at the next electron-positron LC in framework of the MSSM with complete one-loop Feynman diagrams. The numerical calculation will be illustrated in the CP conserving mSUGRA scenario with five input parameters, namely m 1/2 , m 0 , A 0 , µ and tan β, where m 1/2 , m 0 and A 0 are the universal gaugino mass, scalar mass at GUT scale and the trilinear soft breaking parameter in the superpotential respectively. From these five parameters, all the masses and couplings of the model are determined by the evolution from the GUT scale down to the low electroweak scale [7] . The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we give calculations of the neutralino pair production via photon-photon collisions at the next linear colliders. In section 3, we discuss the numerical results of the cross sections and finally, a short summary is presented.
The Calculation of e
Neutralinos can be produced at e + e − colliders, either in diagonal or in mixed pairs. In this section we calculate the process
The generic Feynman diagrams contributing to the subprocess γγ →χ Since there is no tree level diagram for the neutralino pair productions via photon-photon collisions, the calculation for these processes can be simply carried out by summing all unrenormalized reducible and irreducible one-loop diagrams and the results will be finite and gauge invariant. In this work, we perform the calculation in the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge.
We divide all the one-loop diagrams in Fig.1 into three groups: (1) box diagrams shown in We denote the reaction of neutralino pair productions via photon-photon collisions as:
where p 1 , p 2 and k 1 , k 2 denote the four momenta of the incoming photons and outgoing neutralinos, respectively. In the calculation of the amplitudes, we should note that there should be a relative sign (−1) δ ij between the amplitudes for one diagram and its counterpart obtained by exchanging the final neutralinos (where the indices i and j are for the final neutralinos). It is because that the amplitude should be antisymmetric under interchange of the two final identical fermions. The corresponding matrix element can be written as
where 
In the above equation,t ± = 1/2 (m
δ ij is due to the two identical particles in the final states. The bar over the sum means average over initial spins.
The neutralino pair production via photon-photon fusion is only a subprocess of the parent e + e − linear collider. The total cross section of the lightest chargino pair production via photon fusion in e + e − collider can be obtained by folding the cross section of the subprocesŝ σ(γγ →χ 0 iχ 0 j ) with the photon luminosity.
where √ s and √ŝ are the e + e − and γγ c.m.s. energies respectively and dL γγ /dz is the distribution function of photon luminosity, which is
where f γ/e is the photon structure function of the electron beam [9, 10] . We take the structure function of the photon produced by Compton backscattering as [9, 11] 
0, for x > 0.83.
(4.8)
Numerical results and discussions
In this section, we present some numerical results of the total cross section in the mSUGRA scenario from the complete one-loop diagrams for the processes e + e − → γγ → In numerical calculation to get the low energy scenario from the mSUGRA, the renormalization group equations(RGE's) [12] are run from the weak scale M Z up to the GUT scale, taking all thresholds into account. We use two loop RGE's only for the gauge couplings and the one-loop RGE's for the other supersymmetric parameters.
The GUT scale boundary conditions are imposed and the RGE's are run back to M Z , again taking threshold into account.
As we know that the s-channel resonance effects of the intermediate Higgs bosons (see Fig.1(b,c) GeV , and will be smaller than those with √ s = 1 T eV when mχ 2 is larger than 185 GeV .
In Fig.3 we present the cross sections of neutralino pair productions versus tan β with the collision energy of electron and positron being 500 GeV and 1 T eV respectively, where the other four input parameters are chosen as m 0 = 100 GeV , m 1/2 = 150 GeV , A 0 = 300 GeV and µ > 0. Our calculation shows that in the mSUGRA model when tan β increases from 2 to 32, the mass ofχ 
Summary
In this paper, we studied the pair production processes of the neutralinos via photon- 
